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The film uses montages as well as live footage and interviews to prove its points. The montages highlight the suffering
of the children and.

A segment of the documentary highlighted the life of a young woman who was raped by a solider in the brush.
At these locations the children did not have beds or a change of clothes. Portmanteau films arelike chocolate
assortments: pretty boring once all the coffee creams have gone. Most of the children slept on the floor with a
very thin sheet. This call to action is what Grierson thought documentary films were missing. Production
companies. Auma claimed that a soldier from the north covered in holy oils could not die because he was a
solider of God. Lee's didactic DIY stylefinds a perfect dramatic outlet here, as we follow year-old Blanca's
gradualdiscovery that her parents are junkies, and that her frequent bouts of illnessare AIDS-related. The video
gained 31 million views in a single day and since has gathered almost over 99 million view on YouTube.
Co-producer StefanoVeneruso's paean to Neapolitan street children, shot by Oscar-winning DoPVittorio
Storaro, is marred by an uncertain script, but lifted by the utterlyauthentic performance of its non-professional
lead. As in 11'09"01, theeight directors involved in the project were given complete creative freedom,the only
requirements being that they should focus on the plight of childrenwho are in some way "invisible"-
marginalised, oppressed, exploited, below themedia radar - and that each of the seven segments
father-and-daughter teamRidley and Jordan Scott co-directed should be set in the director's hometerritory.
These social documentaries challenged political institutions that oppressed the many for the benefit of the few
and called for political change taking up causes from feminist movement to Civil rights Benson 8. The latest
multi-director outing to test international audiences' limitedappetite for the genre, All The Invisible Children is
a worthy butuneven series of riffs on the plight of children threatened by war andexploitation around the
world. The campaign was a minute video made by filmmaker and Invisible Children co-founder Jason Russell
can be considered a political documentary by traditional standards. The focus is the energy andresilience of
children on the edge, the way they create their own families ifdeprived of a conventional mother-and-father
unit. Fernando Meirellescollaborator Lund uses an on-the-run shooting style, snappy editing and astreetwise
drum and rap soundtrack to celebrate the lives of two resourceful, homelessstreet kids - the Bilu and Joao of
the title - who eke out a living bycollecting recyclable rubbish on the streets. Kony led the LRA to abduct the
children of Uganda and either kill them or brainwash them into joining the army. There they were
brainwashed. Viewers were asked to act immediately to raise awareness through social media, local
campaigns and political advocacy to capture the rebel leader who kidnapped children. Almost a parody of the
director's raucous styleand prevailing obsessions especially in the opening scene where a wedding anda
funeral procession collide , the short functions as a coda to Kusturica'sfull-length meditations on gypsy life,
Time Of The Gypsies and BlackCat, White Cat. Additionally, long-form social documentaries gained
popularity on public television in the United States. In the three years since the making of the documentary,
life in Uganda has started to become more peaceful. Emir Kusturica gives us aclassic slice of Kusturiciana
with Blue Gypsy, a film that sides openlywith a persecuted subclass, but which also shows the way kids are
exploited andbullied within gypsy culture. The result was always goingto be varied, but the well-meaning
vagueness of the brief reduces the side lightingto zero: rather than mutually illuminating variations on a
theme, we are givenseven stand-alone films on aspects of childhood today. Donations to the Invisible Children
organization are helping schools be rebuilt and creating jobs for the citizens in the north. The other three
segments areless compelling: Tanza, by Algerian novelist-director Mehdi Charef,plods along with a band of
under-age African soldiers in enemy territory;Jordan and Ridley Scott's unresolved Jonathan charts a
warphotographer's journey from self-doubt to new resolve thanks to a vision of hisown childhood; and John
Woo gives way to schmaltz in Song Song And LittleCat, which juxtaposes the emotionally barren life of a rich
little girlwith the hard but love-filled life of a street urchin. Technological advances are what define the new
political documentary because it allows filmmakers to break away from constraints of traditional mass media,
which often limits the rhetoric of political documentaries. Russell, Bailey, and Poole focused their
documentary on the lives of Northern Uganda children being chased from their homes by the rebel armies to
either join their army or die. Although credit must go toproducer Chiara Tilesi for turning the spotlight on the
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world's most vulnerableunderclass, the film lacks the topical and polemical edge that persuadeddistributors in
several territories to take on a previous directorial relayrace, 11'09"01, and will be a much harder sell outside
of its productionhome Italy, where the film is being released by 01 Distribution.


